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1 - PART ONE
SUMMER CAMP
A CRAZY STORY BY TEIIK_OF_HYRULE
It is July, and Tyson and his friends have decided to join a summer camp... Our adventure starts with
their arrival...
TYSON: Whoa!! Nice camp, huh!
DAICHI: WHOA, IT'S HUGE!!!
KENNY: Bigger than any I've ever seen!
MAX: Whoooooaaa!!! Cool!!! There's a cool forest! And a cool lake! And cool mountains!! This is
SOOOO cool!!
RAY: Well, at least I now know what to get you fro Christmas, Max- a thesaurus.
MAX: Really?? Aww, that's soooo cool!!
KAI: Shutup, please.
MAX: Okay! Cool!
KAI: *Groans*
GRANDPA: *Carrying their cases* Yo, lil' peeps! We're gonna have some fun!!
JUDY: *Getting off the bus* Well, let's hope it doesn't turn out like the Safari Park this time...
TYSON: Dont'cha worry!! This time, I didn't say anything to Hilary about it, so she shouldn't be any threat
to us whatsoever!
KENNY: If I know Hilary, she'll find a way to get here anyway...
MANDI: *Coming out of the dorms* YOOHOOOO!! Hi everyone!
KAI: No. No no no no no no. *Gets back in the bus* I'm going home, unless she goes home first...
MANDI: *Sticks her tongue out at Kai* You need a holiday. *Turns to Tyson* And as for you, Mr.
Champ... Long time no see, eh? Are ya still an idiot?
TYSON: Huh?

MANDI: I need say no more.
KENNY: *Blushing* H-how are you, Mandi...?
MANDI: Heh. Can't complain!
UFF: *Bounding up to his mistress* Uff!
DAICHI: NOOOOOOOOOOOO!!! NOT THAT DOG!!!
MAX: Awww, you brought your puppy!!
MANDI: Well, I couldn't leave 'im...
KAI: Oh God...
MANDI: HEY!! Lemme alone for two minutes without abuse from YOU for a change, yeah?!
KAI: Not you...
HILARY: *Waddling towards everyone* Hey, guys!! What a coincidence seeing you here!! I didn't know
you were going to summer camp too--TYSON: BACK IN THE BUS AND LET'S HET OUTTA HERE!!!
ALL: *Run screaming into the bus*
HILARY: Wait! Come back!
TYSON: *At the wheel* TODAY IS THE DAY... I'M GONNA KILL HER!!!
DAICHI: YEAH, YOU KILL HER!! *Chanting* KILL HER, KILL HER, KILL HER, KILL HER-JUDY: Tyson, wait!! You can't drive!!
TYSON: *Puts foot on accelerator peddle* MUHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
HILARY: *Running up to the bus* Wait for me! I'm-- GLAAARGH!!!! *Sees bus zooming towards her, and
leaps off the road*
TYSON: Crap!! I missed!!
GRANDPA: Lemme have a go, y'all!!
JUDY: NO!!

GRANDPA: Why not?
JUDY: 'CUZ YOU CAN'T DRIVE EITHER!! And you're supposed to be setting an example!!
KAI: I don't mind.
MANDI: I'm not complaining.
KAI: Stop copying me..
MANDI: You're copying me!!
KAI: GRR!! *Grabs her, and starts thumping her*
MANDI: OWOWOWOWOW!!!
JUDY: Mandi, Kai!! Settle down back there!! AND YOU, GRANDPA!! TAKE YOUR FOOT OFF THAT
PEDDLE NOW!! OR YOU'LL KILL US ALL!!
KENNY: *Goes mad* KILL us?!
RAY: Grandpa, slow down!!
GRANDPA: I'VE BEEN RIBBITED AT ONCE TOO OFTEN!!! I-- *Yanks the steering wheel out of it's
socket*
...ah...
KENNY: YOU'RE GONNA GO OVER THE CURB!!
RAY: AARGH!!
KAI: *Stops fighting* Holy God, this is the end...
TYSON: WE'RE ALL GONNA DIIIIIIIIIIIE!!
The bus flew over the barrier, and plummeted down to the lake below...
HILARY: *Watches the bus go over* OH MY GOSH!! FEAR NOT, MY FRIENDS!! FOR I SHALL SAVE
YOU!! Ribbit!! *Jumps over the side after the bus*
TYSON: OH MY GOD, WE'RE IN FREE FALL!!!
DAICHI: THIS IS AWESOME, MAN!!!
KENNY: IT'S ALL OVER!! I'M GONNA DIE!!!
KAI: I take back every insult I ever said.

MANDI: KYAAAAAH!!
UFF: UFF UFF UFF!! ARF!! ARF ARF!!
RAY: EEEEEEEEEK!!
MAX: *Running to Judy* MOMMY!! MOMMY!!!
GRANDPA: AAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!
JUDY: IIIIIDIIIIIOOOOOOT!!!!
The bus fell down, down, down, the ground looming ever nearer... when suddenly, it impacted with a
bump. On its wheels.
ALL: ...Huh?!
KAI: I take back taking back every insult I ever said.
KENNY: *Has gone a bit funny and is staring straight ahead and shaking* ...
RAY: Kenny? Kenny! It's over now, bud. The bus's safe!
KENNY: *Leaps up* BUS?!?! WHERE?!?!
MAX: Mommy!!! Is it over...?
JUDY: *Also staring into space* I'm alive...
GRANPA: *Starts laughing* See? Who needs driving lessons?
KAI: *Gets mad* Well, YOU do for a start!!
TYSON: GRANDPA!!! YOU COULDA KILLED US ALL!!!
MANDI: AAAH!! NOOOOO!!!
JUDY: *Snaps out of her trance* Mandi? Are you okay?
MANDI: *Waves Uff in front of Grandpa's face* Look at this!! LOOK AT HIM!!
UFF: *Is in exactly the same situation as Kenny* ...
DAICHI: SCREW YOUR DOG!! THAT WAS THE MOST FUN I'VE EVER HAD IN MY WHOLE ENTIRE
LIFE!!! YEEEEEEEHAAAAAAAH!!!

MANDI: *Thumps him* Screw YOU!! LOOK AT UFF!! He's NEVER gonna recover from the shock!!!
RAY: Never mind that, Kenny's gone real weird...
KENNY: *Staring straight ahead* grandpa... please slow down, grandpa... aahh, i'm sorry, i'm sorry... it's
all over, i'm gonna die.......................WATCH OUT!!
MANDI: KENNY!! Stay AWAY from the light!!
GRANDPA: *Finally stops* WHOO!! I feel young again!!
KAI: *Under his breath* Good. Cuz I'm gonna kill you...
JUDY: Is everyone alright?
RAY: *Still looking at Kenny* Everyone but Kenny and Uff. They're in some sort of trance.
MANDI: *Crying* Uff... Oh, Uff... It's me!! Mandi!! Don't you remember me....?
TYSON: I can't believe I'm still alive... *Looks up at the 1,000 foot drop* Oh my God... We must be the
luckiest people on earth...
DAICHI: LET'S GO BACK TO THE TOP AND DO IT ALL AGAIN!!
KAI: *Puts on a sarky voice* Yeah! Leeeeeets... not. *Frowns*
MANDI: Forget that. How exactly are we gonna get back up...?
MAX: Yeah. The camp's up there, and we're down here... Unless we all get bitten by spiders and turn
into Spidermen overnight, there's no way we can get back up there...
RAY: I think you've been watching a tad too much TV, Max... But he is right. How the heck are we meant
to get back up there?
DAICHI: YEAH, WE CAN RIDE AGAIN!!
TYSON: You're all idiots!!
ALL: Huh? *Look at Tyson*
JUDY: What? Tyson, we have to go back up there.
TYSON: Don't you see? Hilary's up there, and we're not!! I don't think she'd be stupid enough to jump
down after us... It's perfect!! We can have a Hilary-free vacation!!
KAI: Hmm... For once, you're making sense. I agree with Tyson, for a change.

RAY: It'd be good to get away from her for a little... And we've got Mandi to substitute as the team's only
girl.
MANDI: Heh... I don't mind! I only met her recently, and I hate her already.
MAX: Well, I'm certainly up for it!
DAICHI: YOU BET THAT I AM!!
JUDY: Well, I guess it wouldn't be much of a vacation if Hilary was here. So why not?
GRANDPA: After I failed to SQUASHE her, any excuse to be away from her is a good excuse.
TYSON: So, are we agreed? We're not going back up there until the summer's over!
ALL: YAHOOOO!!! (except Kenny who is still in shock, and Kai who just nods)
Five hours later...
ALL: Uggghhh...
TYSON: Uuuuugh... This is harder than I thought... it's getting dark, and we don't have any food at all...
DAICHI: FOOOOOOOD.... I... MUST... HAVE... FOOOOOOOOOOOD...
MAX: *Stomach growling* I'm hungry too...
RAY: I could really go for some Chinese dumplings right now... Hot and steaming from the oven...
MANDI: Or a huge bag of sugar mice... and a plate full of warm rice balls...
KAI: *Even grumpier than usual* STOP... IT... YOU'RE... MAKING ME... SO... HUNGRY...!! AND...
THAT... MAKES ME... EVEN MORE... ANGRY...
RAY: We're all hungry, Kai... And don't take it out on us...
KAI: SHUT... UP... RAY...
RAY: But I'm hungry-KAI: OR... I'LL... MAKE SURE... YOU... NEVER... EAT... AGAIN...
GRANDPA: Oh man... If I don't eat soon, I'll starve and die... And if I starve and die, I won't eat soon!!
KENNY & UFF: *Still oblivious*
MANDI: *Stands up* Right! I've had enough! It's not like the food's gonna just appear if we wish it to,
right?

OTHERS: *Staring at an empty space on the floor*
TYSON: If we wish really hard...
MANDI: Nope! Never gonna happen, y'all! So, i propose we go hunting! The lake's just over there,
there's got to be some sort of fish in there. So why don't we try catch 'em?
JUDY: That is... actually a really good idea.
GRANDPA: And I got swords to spear 'em with!! This'll be a piece of cake!!
KAI: CAKE...
MANDI: Who's gonna come with me?
TYSON & DAICHI: ME!!
KAI: *Slowly riases hand* I'LL... EXERT MY ANGER... ON... THE... FISH...
MANDI: Awright!! Grandpa, give us the swords, and we'll get going!
GRANDPA: *Gives them each a sword, but Kai hands his back*
KAI: I... DON'T... NEED.... A SWORD... TO... CATCH... FISH...
GRANDPA: Really? Well, suit yourself.
MANDI: Okay! Hunters, follow me! *They all leave*
MAX: Good luck, guys!
RAY: Yeah... Bring us back lots!
GRANDPA: TYYYSON!! It's up ta you ta teach 'em how to really handle a sword, lil' dude!! *Watches
them go* ...Ahh, isn't it nice to see them growing up, Judy? *Looks at Judy who is staring into the trunk
of the bus* Judy?
MAX: OH MY GOD, MOM GOT POSESSED BY A ZOMBIE!! OH MY FREAKIN' GOD!!
MOOOOOOOM!!!
RAY: Max, you REALLY need to stop watching TV...
JUDY: I'm fine, but... *Pulls out eight mini-fridges, five picnic baskets and a cool box* There was food
here the whole time, and nobody noticed...
RAY: *Gets mad* WHAT THE F--

GRANDPA: WHAT THE HELL?!?! YA MEAN THIS WHOLE TIME, WE'VE BEEN STARVING, AND
YOU NEVER SAID NOTHIN'?!
JUDY: Well... I did only just find it...
ALL: *Look at eachother*
MAX: *Opens a basket* Well... On the bright side, the longer they're gone, the more there is for us, eh?
Let's dig in!!
RAY: Bon appetit!
GRANDPA: Tyson's gonna kill me, but he ain't here, so I don't care!
Meanwhile, at the lake...
MANDI: *Falls over* AARGHH!! *SPLASH!!* ...DAMMIT!! THESE FRICKIN' FISH ARE BEGINNING TO
PISS ME OFF!! AND THAT'S NOT EVEN HARD TO DO ANYWAY!! WHICH MAKES ME ALL THE
MORE MAD!!! AAAARGH!!! *Throws the sword into the water, but manages to spear five fish* ...Uh?
Oh, wow...
Heh! What I meant to say was... This is a cakewalk!
DAICHI: *Chasing a fish* YOU DUMB FISH!! YA WANNA PIECE OF ME?! HUH?! DO YA?!?!
TYSON: Daichi, dude, it can't understand you anyways. So I'd just-- *fish bites his toe* AAARGH!! WHY
YOU LITTLE---!! *Beyblade zooms out of nowhere and hacks right through the fish*
KAI: *On the other side of the lake with his launcher out* DIE... STUPID... FISH!! I... DIDN'T... COME
HERE... TO FISH... I... CAME HERE... TO... KILL!!
MANDI: Whoa, Kai's gone nuts...
KAI: *Launches Dranzer at Mandi and co* YOU... ARE ALL... SO... ANNOYING!! NOW... YOU SHALL...
DIIIIIIIIEEEE!!! MUHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
DAICHI: OH MY GOD, HE'S GONE CRAZY!!! RUUUUUUUUUUUN!!!!
TYSON: NO KIDDING!!
MANDI: KYAAAAAH!! *Grabs all the fish and runs*
KAI: *Chasing them* AAAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
MANDI: OH MY GOD IT'S WORSE THAN BLACK DRANZER!!!
TYSON: HE'S GONE WILD!!

DAICHI: AAAAAAAAAAARGH!!!
MANDI: WHADDLE WE DOOOO?!
TYSON: I SEE A DITCH!! WE MUST DIVE INTO IT!!
ALL 3: AAARGH!!! *Dive into the ditch, and hide themselves in the mud*
KAI: *Can't see them* WHERE... DID THEY... GO...? I... MUST... FIND THEM!! *Goes away in the
opposite direction*
TYSON: *Peeps out of the water* H-he's gone...
MANDI: Oh my Holy God... What the hell are we gonna do...? I don't have a clue where we are, Kai's
gone insane, and we have the fish!! Now everyone else is gonna starve!! And I don't even have Uff to
keep me company...
DAICHI: I'M SCAAAAAAAAAAAARED!!!
TYSON: SHADDAP!! Or do you want Kai to come back??
DAICHI: N-NO...
MANDI: Whaddle we doooo...?
TYSON: *Thinks* We'll have to make camp here for now. And we'll try and find our way back tomorrow.
It's getting dark. I'm sure Kai will be alright in the morning.
MANDI: Oh God... No he won't. He'll be worse... Kai hates mornings.
The trio began to make a fire, sitting peacefully in the forest, but always wary of the return of the
dreaded Kai... The others at camp, however, were in more danger than they knew... for nearby, sleeping
in th depths of the forest was...
HILARY: *Waking up* Huh...? RIBBIT!! Oh, where am I? RIBBIT!! Ohh, that's right. I jumped off a cliff
after a bus. *Puffs up proudly* What a clever idea of mine, eh? HAHAHAHA!! RIBBIT!! *Deflates*
Huh?! Whassat?? I hear singing... Maybe it's my friends! I must find them! *Runs off in the direction of
the singing* RIBBIT!! *trips up*
So, with Mandi Tyson and Daichi lost in the woods, Kai getting slightly too in touch with his animal side,
and Hilary on the loose, what will our heroes do?
Stay right there, and you'll find out. Part Two coming very soon...

2 - PART TWO
THE STORY SO FAR...
After a disasterous turn in events, Tyson and the crew have ended up being driven off a cliff by Grandpa
and are now roughing it out in the forest. Mandi, Daichi and Tyson were chased by a hunger-crazed Kai,
who is now angrily stalking them in the forest. The others are safely camping in the mini-van, complete
with food and a campfire. But they aren't as safe as they might think...
MAX: *Singing horrendously out of tune* In the big rock candy mountains, you never change your
socks...
RAY: *Interrupting with hands over ears* Max, um... Thanks... that's enough singing.
MAX: Huh? Oh, okay.
RAY: By the way, Judy... What did you do with Kenny and Uff?
JUDY: *Recovering from over-exposure to Max's voice* ...Huh? Oh, Kenny and Uff/ I put them in the
back of the van.
KENNY AND UFF: *In van, still shaking and staring*
KENNY: please slow down grandpa... no, the curb... aah, i'm sorry... no, grandpa, stop...
JUDY:Well, that's Maxie and Ray done... I believe it's your turn to sing a campfire song, is it not,
Grandpa?
GRANDPA: Huh? Oh, you wait!! I'm the Campfire Singin' Champion of Japan!! *Pulls a guitar out the
van*
RAY: Wow! I didn't know you played!
GRANDPA: Oh, I don't! This is just to hit people who fall asleep when I sing!
JUDY: Um, on second thought, Grandpa, maybe you should-- *Gets hit by the guitar* OWW!!
MAX: MOMMY!! *Scampers over to her* GRANDPA'S BECOME AN EVIL GUY!! HE'S STARTED WITH
A GUITAR, BUT IT'LL BE A CHAINSAW NEXT!!
RAY: Okay, Max, you really have been watching too much TV. *Gets hit* OWW!!
GRANDPA: SHADDAP, Y'ALL, AND LET ME START!! *Starts singing equally out of tune as Max*
Heeeee... jumped without a parachute from twenty-thousand feet, he jumped without a parachute from
twenty-thousand feet...

Two hours later...
GRANDPA: Theeeeee... vicar spread him on his toast and said what lovely jam-JUDY: Th-thanks, grandpa, but it's my turn-GRANDPA: SHADDAP, WOMAN, THERE'S TWELVE MORE VERSES I GOTTA GET THOUGH!!
Dagnabbit!! Now, where was I...? Oh, now look what you've done!! I gotta start from the beginning
again!!
RAY: *Pulls out a knife, and puts it to his wrists* Max, you wanna borrow this when I've used it?
MAX: Please...
GRANDPA: Heeeeee... Jumped without a parachute from twenty-thousand feet...
JUDY: SHHH!!
MAX: *Snatched guitar off Grandpa and bonks her* STOP INTERRUPTING HIM, OR WE'LL BE HERE
ALL WEEK!!!
GRANDPA: *Snatched guitar back, bonks him harder* SHADDAP, SQUIRT!!
JUDY: Be QUIET!! I thought I saw something in the trees...
The friends turned to look at the trees... Sure renough, something was indeed hopping around through
them...
MAX: *Clutching Judy* Mommy, mommy!! It's an alien, Mommy!! I bet there's a corn field round here...
RAY: Judy, i think you should ban Max from watching movies for a while...
GRANDPA: But what IS that thing...? It looks like a darned alien to me...
MAX: See, Ray? Grandpa's clever! He's seen the signs everywhere...
JUDY: Shh, it's getting closer...
The 'thing' came closer, hopping ever nearer, and pausing every now and then to look about... Suddenly
a voice sounded from its body...
HILARY: Buddies? Buuuuudiiiiiiieeees? RIBBIT!! Where are you? RIBBIT!! Ooh, look, a fly!! *Sticks her
tounge out and starts chasing it*
ALL: ...

MAX: *Silent shout* IT'S WORSE THAN AN ALIEN!!!
RAY: I told you so!!
JUDY: Oh, no... Everyone stay out of sight... Maybe she'll go away, if we stay quiet. And that includes
you, grandpa. *Looks around* Grandpa? *Looks about frantically* Oh, holy... Ray, where'd he go?
RAY: I- don't know... Did you see him, Maxie?
MAX: N-no...
*REVVING NOISE*
GRANDPA: *In mini-van, revving it up* I'LL GET 'ER THIS TIME!!
JUDY: GRANDPA, NOOOOO!!
MAX: MOMMYYYY!! *Grabs her* THERE'S BANDITS IN OUR VAN THAT ARE GONNA RAPE US AND
KILL OUR BABIES!!
RAY: ENOUGH WITH THE MOVIE REFERENCES!!
GRANDPA: *Puts fot on accelerator* MUAHAHAHAHAHAAAAA!!!
JUDY, RAY, MAX: AAARGH!! *Dive out the way*
GRANDPA: *Staring at Hilary* I'VE GOT YOU NOW, FROGGY!!
HILARY: *Sees lighs* Ooh, a light!! *Walks towards it* Wait... Do I hear a van?
The van hurtled towards Hilary, a mad Grandpa aiming staright for her...
GRANDPA: MUHAHAHAHAHAAAA!!
HILARY: *Froggy scream* RARAGAAAAAAH!!! *Runs away from it*
GRANDPA: NO YOU DON'T!!! *Goes faster*
HILARY: WWWARGH!! *Runs faster*
MAX: *Watching* It's just like Tom and Jerry!
RAY: *About to stab Max, but hides knife when Judy looks at him*
JUDY: Now what? Grandpa's driven off with all our snacks... And the others haven't come back!
RAY: Oh, crap, I jist remembered!!

JUDY: What?
RAY: Kenny and Uff are in the van!!
JUDY: ...Oh, sh-MAX: *Squeals* Naughty word!!
RAY: Damn... Oh, I hope they're okay.
JUDY: Actually, my bigger concern is for the food... So much food... If he crashes, it'll all be wasted...
RAY: So... What do we do?
MAX: *Thinks* I guess... We just hafta stay here 'till the others get back...
JUDY: I suppose that would be wisest right now...
RAY: I mean, they can't be far off, right?
Meanwhile, 50 miles away...
MANDI: *Trying to shield her naked self from two peeping-toms whilst she is bathing in the lake* GO
AWAY, YOU PERVS!!!
TYSON: We, uh, weren't looking!!
DAICHI: YEAH!! *Staring intently*
MANDI: GET LOST, BEFORE I PUMMEL YOU BOTH!!
TYSON: *Whispered* Ooh, keep talking, Daichi!! Then she'll have to uncover to pummel us!!
MANDI: I HEARD THAT!! GO AWAY NOW!!
TYSON: Maaaandiii... I'm 15, whaddya expect? And you also happen to be the only girl around!
MANDI: THAT'S NOT THE POINT!! I DIDN'T PEEP WHILST YOU WERE BATHING, NOW, DID I?!
TYSON: Hmm, fair play... *Thinks* tell ya what, if you let me peep at you, you can peep at me all ay
want!
MANDI: NO!! THAT'S GROSS!! And why would I even WANT to?!
TYSON: *Semi heart attack, starts hyperventilating* You-you-you... YOU DON'T WANT TO SEE ME
NAKED?! But that's like- that's like... That's like every fangirl's dream!!

MANDI: I'M NOT A FANGIRL!! And I'm not gonna let my fanboys have the satisfaction of seeing ME
naked, either!! *Snatches up a giant leaf to cover up* NOW GET LOST!!
TYSON: Aww, but Daichi's never seen a naked girl before... he needs the education!!
MANDI: NO HE DOESN'T!! NOW PISS OFF!!
TYSON: Aww, maaan... Come on, Daichi...
DAICHI: *Still staring*
TYSON: ...Uh, Daichi? Dude, I'll buy you a magazine if you're that desperate.
MANDI: EWWW, THAT DOES IT!! *Throws a boulder at them* GOOOOO AAAAWAAAAAAYYYY!!!
DAICHI: AAARGH!! *Runs away* CRAZY NAKED LADY!!!
TYSON: Pipe down, daichi, or Kai'll come back!! And how can Mandi talk so tough whilst being
completely naked? It's not fair...
MANDI: *Appears, drying hair* THANKYOU for FINALLY giving me some privacy... Jeez, I'm glad I'm so
protective.
DAICHI: *Pulls off clothes, puts pants on head, and starts swinging on the vines completely in the nude*
AAAAAHAHAHAOOOOOO!! RETURN OF THE MONKEY-MAN!!
TYSON: Hey, looks like fun!! *Does the same* AAAAAAAAHAHAHOOOOO!!!
MANDI: You two, on the other hand, could use some shame. *Turns away* And I'm not cooking these
fish until you put some clothes on!!
DAICHI: *Falls out of tree at the mention of no food* WHA-WHAT?! YOU'RE GONNA CONFISCARE
THE FOOD?!
TYSON: *Overhears, falls out of the tree too* WHA-?! NO FOOD?! *Runs up to her and tugs her arm*
Pleeease, mother Mandi!!
DAICHI: *Runs up to her and tugs her other arm* YEAH, PLEEEEEEASE!!!
BOTH: PLEEEEEEASE MOTHER MAND--MANDI: PUT SOME CLOTHES ON!!
BOYS: YES, MOTHER MANDI! *Put pants back in correct place*
MANDI: ...That's not what I meant, but it'll do. Now, uhh... *Goes over to the pile of firewood, starts

rubbing stones together* I... *RUB* usually... *RUB* bring some matches, but... *RUB* they were in the
camphouse... *RUB* heh. *RUB* Heh heh. *RUB*
...
*RUB*
....
*RUB*
.....
*RUB*
*SILENCE, CRICKET CHRIPS*
........................................................
AAAAAAARGH!! DAMMIT, HOW HARD CAN IT BE TO RUB TO STONES TOGETHER AND MAKE A
FRICKIN' FIRE?! GOOD GOD, THEY MANAGE FINE ON THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL!!
TYSON: D-does this mean no food...?
DAICHI: WH-WHAT...? N-NO... NO FOOD?
MANDI: NO!! I will not give up... Even if it kills me!!! *Goes kinda crazy* I... WILL... MAKE... A... FIIIIRE!!!
*RUBRUBRUBRUBRUBRUBRUBRUBRUB*
...Right, well, this could take a while, so I'm gonna end their adventures there, for now. We go back to
the van hurtling through the woods...
GRANDPA: *Driving at the speed of sound* WAHAHAHAAAA!! LOOK AT ME, I'M SONIC THE
HEDGEHOG!!
HILARY: *Somehow managing to break the laws of physics and is running faster than the speed of
sound...* GLARAAAAGHHHAAAAAA!!! Wait-- I HAVE A PLAN!! *Froggy BOIIIING!!* WHEEE, I'M
FLYING!!
GRANDPA: *Seeing Hilary has seemingly disappeared* Wha-?! WHAT THE-?! Where'd that frggy tart
go?! *Hurtling towards a tree* The HELL?! STOP, DAMNED CAR!! *Realises he has broken the
handbrake* ...well, at least it matched with the steering wheel...
*CAR HITS TREE- SMASHHHHH!!*
*SILENCE...*
HILARY: *Falling from the sky*
.......aaaaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHRRRRRGGGGGGHH!!! *Smashes through
skylight of minivan* Ooooggh... r-ribbit...!! *Passes out*
KENNY AND UFF: *Still staring, totally oblivious to the whole experience*
GRANDPA: *Waking up, slouched over airbag* Ooooh... What happened...? Did I get drunk again...?
Wait!! I remember!! I was chasing that frog!! Darned tart... I'll get her next time!! But first I'd better go to
sleep... I'll get 'er when it;s light. Hmm... *Lies across smashed-up seats* Ahhh... reminds me of the
sixties... Couldn;t get a room, so ya had ta blow up yer car in a field, then sleep with your girl there!

*Falls asleep*
So, amazingly, our heroes have once again somehow survived the crashing of the van... But are they as
safe as they think?
KAI: *Watching van through trees* MUHAHAHA... FRESH... MEAT... TIME... TO... KIIIIILLL!!!
TO BE CONTINUED...
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